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Abstract 
The r-majority vote operator M replaces simultaneously each digit of a O-l sequence x by the 
majority bit of the cyclic (2r+ 1)-interval it centers. This action was suggested and studied as 
a model for various phenomena in biology [ 1,2,4], where special attention is given to the set of 
fixed points (fp’s) of this action. We provide an algorithm for M that utilizes the run-size- 
sequence 2 of a 0-l sequence x in order to determine Mx, thereby shedding light on many of 
M’s dynamic properties. We show that for finite x, the number run(x) of x-runs may not 
increase under M-action, and that it is preserved if and only if 5Z~lT4” is in one of r + 1 convex 
regions Co, C1, . . , C,g R”. Within C,, M’s action is realized by a circulant matrix containing 
the row (1, -1, . . . . - 1, l,O, . . . ,O) of length 2t with 2p + 1 nonzero entries. An explicit descrip- 
tion is obtained for M’s fixed points along with all M’s regular points, i.e. the x’s satisfying 
M2x=x. C,, contains I iff x is a stable fp, i.e., all x-runs are longer than r. All other regular 
points lie in the other C,‘s and they are all balanced ~ that is, contain an equal number of zeros 
and ones ~ in accordance with Agur’s conjecture for finite nonstable fp’s [2]. Moreover, any 
regular sequence that is not a stable fp - be it finite or two-way-infinite - is periodic, with 
a balanced period not longer than 2rZ (r2 if it is an unstable fp). 
1. Introduction and results 
1.1 
The action of the r-majority vote operator M on finite O-l sequences considered 
cyclically closed as defined in the abstract (or in Definition 2.1) was used recently as 
a simple model for biological processes, ranging from the immune system to gene 
rearrangement, first for r = 1 [l, 41 and then for I > 1 [2]. It was studied in this context 
both theoretically and by computer simulation. Special attention is paid to the regular 
sequences, i.e., the ones that reoccur by repeated application of M. It is known [6,9] 
that M’s iteration on finite O-l sequences must terminate either in a fixed point (fp) of 
A4 or in a pair of O-l sequences that M interchanges. In [Z] Agur notes that M’s fixed 
points (of finite length) fall in two categories, which she names stable and unstable. 
Stable fp’s are O-l sequences all of whose runs (maximal one digit segments) are 
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longer than r, while unstable fp’s are the other ones, which must have runs of length 
strictly less than r. She shows that one-digit change in an unstable fp x produces 
a sequence that is driven by M to a one-digit sequence (a sequence of l’s if a 0 is 
replaced by 1 in x, and of O’s in the other case) and makes the conjecture, that every 
unstable fp of finite length must be balanced, i.e., it must contain an equal number of 
O’s and Is - a conjecture which follows from the study of the M-action expounded in 
this paper.’ A count of the number of M’s-stable fps when r = 1 is offered in [3] (see 
also [S]) and for r> 1 in [2]. 
1.2 
In this paper the r-majority action M is considered simultaneously for finite and 
two-way-infinite O-l sequences. In Section 3 we provide a method to obtain Mx for 
such an x via its associated run-size sequence (rss) 2, that lists in order the run-lengths 
of x-runs, Z,, being the length of the run containing x0. The unavoidable ‘noise’ caused 
by the possible presence or appearance of infinite runs does not pose serious difficul- 
ties; our main interest is however in x’s withfinite runs (wfr), and then 2 is a sequence of 
positive integers. 
We show that the number of runs never increases under M’s action. Given an 
Mx-run J of finite length m, we show that m is a { l,O, - 1}-linear combination of lengths 
of x-runs lying in the m + 2r long interval centered by J whenever x s longer than m + 2r 
(otherwise a periodic extension of x satisfies it). It follows that if d is the g.c.d. of all 
Mx-run-lengths, then d divides the g.c.d. of all Mx-run-lengths. Moreover, we actually 
show that, if all left (right) endpoints of x-runs lie in a given residue class modulo d, then 
all left (right) endpoints of Mx-runs lie in the same class (end of Section 3). Thus, for 
instance, if all x-run-lengths are even, x has an even (or infinite) length, and all right 
endpoints of x-runs occupy odd positions, so do all right endpoints of Mx-runs. 
An important parameter of the M-action on finite sequences is the number run(x) of 
x-runs, which is also the length of the rss 2 - a positive even number for nonconstant 
finite x. As already mentioned, the sequence run(x), run(Mx), run(M’x), . . . , run(Mkx), . . . 
is a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers, and hence eventually constant. In 
view of the nature of the sequence of ranks of a linear operator in a finite-dimensional 
vector space, which strictly decreases before settling on its final value, it is somewhat 
surprising to find out that the sequence (run(Mkx)), may linger for a while at a given 
value 2t before falling to a smaller one. Our analysis yields some lower bound on the 
nonnegative difference run(x)-run(Mx) (Corollary 3.8). For instance, when x has 
both longer and not longer than r runs, and the union of x-runs longer than 
r separates x into k pieces; this difference is at least 2k. 
’ This work was mostly done in Spring 1990, prompted by Agur’s conjecture. We are grateful to Zvia Agur, 
Ron Aharoni, Ron Holzman and Istvan Beck for calling our attention to this conjecture and for many 
critical and interesting discussions. 
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We describe next a useful necessary and sufficient condition for this difference to 
vanish, i.e., for run(x)=run(Mx) when x is finite. First we give some notation. 
It is convenient, given a finite sequence x =(x&,~~<~, to define xj for arbitrary 
integer j in the set of integers Z by the rule xj+, =xj, i.e., by periodically extend- 
ing x; thus, we allow a periodic sequence (xj)jeZ to denote also any finite 
sequence x whose length n=lx is a period, whenever n is clear from the context or 
irrelevant. 
Given a sequence u =(Ui)isz of positive integers, a positive real number Y, and iEZ, 
a unique nonnegative integer p is defined by the pair of inequalities 
C ui+j<r< C Ui+j. 
Odj<p O<j<p 
(1.0) 
We say that u measures r at i by p steps, or briefly, that u p-measures-r at i when 
p satisfies (1.0). We say that u alternately measures r at i by p steps, or briefly, that 
u alternately p-measures-r at i iff p is defined by the pair of inequalities 
1 ui+2jdr< 1 Ui+Zj. 
O<j<p OQjQp 
(1.1) 
Finally, we say that u p-measures-r, or briefly u p-m-r if u p-measures r at i for all 
ieZ, and that u alternately p-measures-r, abbreviated to u a-p-m-r iff u alternately 
p-measures r at i for all iEZ. Thus, u p-m-r (a-p-m-r) means that (1.0) (( 1.1)) holds 
for all iEZ. 
Theorem A. Let x be a jinite O-l sequence. The following are equivalent: 
(1) run(x) = run(Mx), 
(2) ~7 a-p-m-r for some 0 < p < r. 
The frequency and importance of condition (2) in the sequel justifies few more 
notations and remarks. Let R’ (Rm) denote the linear space of all real sequences 
u=(ug, . ..) uk-l) of finite length k (of all two-way-infinite real sequences u=(~Q)~~z). 
Let Cp,k (C,,,) denote the subset of [Wk ([Wm) consisting of all sequences that a-p-m-r, 
p=o, . ..) r. We shall write briefly C, whenever the second subscript is arbitrary or 
determined by the context. Then 
(1) uEC, implies Ui>O for all i. 
(2) UECo iff Ui>r for all i. 
(3) Let 2t be an even-period of UEC,, then 
p C Uj<2tr<(p+l) 1 Uj. 
O<j<Zt OSj<2t 
(4) C, is invariant under (cyclic) shift and reversal of order of the even (odd) 
coordinates. 
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Thus, C, is a convex set, lying in the positive orthant. Cc, is the translation of this 
orthant by the constant sequence ui = r; and for p > 0, k = 2t, Cp,k is bounded between 
the parallel affine hyperplanes 
both perpendicular to the diagonal of the positive orthant consisting of the constant 
sequences (a, . . . , ~)E[W~. In particular, C,nC,,=O for O<p<p’<r. 
We shall say that a O-l sequence x is of class p iff X”gCp. It follows from (3) that if x 
of class p is finite of length n with k runs, then p =L(k/n)r] (equivalently 
(k/(p+l))r<n<(k/p)r). Also l<li<r+l-p as x”i+li+z+...+~i+z(p__1)~r, ~j~l. 
In particular, ~j= 1 for allj if x is of class r, so there are just two x’s of class r of a given 
finite even length - or of infinite length - namely the alternating ones. 
1.3 
We now turn to describe the stationary patterns of M. We call a O-l sequence 
x a regular point (rp) (with respect to M) if for some positive integer k, Mkx = x. If this 
holds for k= 1 then x is a fixed point (fp). If x is finite, then the sequence (M’~)km_~ 
ultimately repeats a period of regular sequences. It follows from a general theorem 
[6,9] that, in fact, it either settles at a fixed point or oscillates between two regular 
points, In other words, x is regular with respect to M iff M2x = x. 
If x is two-way infinite, then the sequence (Mkx)k”,,, may have no repetitions. (Let 
x have one run of length m>r, while all other runs are of length r. Then Mx has one 
run of length m + 2r, while all other runs are of length r.) It is, however, still true that 
x is regular iff M’x=x [7]. 
Let us describe next how rss’s of M’s rp’s and fp’s -finite or two-way infinite - are 
neatly characterized as the integral eigenvectors of eigenvalue 1 of suitable linear 
operators, lying in C,. 
Let u =(u~)~~~ be arbitrarily real-valued sequence (possibly of finite length, when u is 
periodic), and let 0 dp < r. We define the sequence A,u by the condition that u and A,u 
have the same length, and 
(Apu)i= C (-l)j+Pui+j, iEH. (1.2) 
-p<j<p 
Strictly speaking, we have defined a linear operator Ap,k: lRk+Rk for each finite 
length k of the original sequence u as well as A,,, : R” +[w” for two-way infinite u’s. 
We shall, however, continue to write A, and omit the second subscript whenever it is 
clear from the context or irrelevant. 
Theorem B. Let x be a O-l sequence wfr. The following are equivalent: 
(1) x is a regular sequence, i.e., M 2x = x. 
(2) For some 0 < p < r, 5Z a-p-m-r and A,” 1= 1. 
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Before turning to fixed points, let us make the following observation: If x 
is an alternating O-l sequence, i.e., all x-runs are of the same length 1, then Mx=x 
if r is even, but M changes every digit in x, i.e., (Mx)~ = 1 -xi for all i, if r is odd. 
More generally, if all x-runs are of the same length d, then Mx = x or (Mx)i = 1 -xi 
for all i according as Lr/d] is even or odd. In particular, Mxi= 1 -xi for all i 
if d = r. 
We call a O-l sequence pseudo-$xed-point (pfp) of M iff x is a fp, or else 
(Mx)i = 1 -xi holds for all iEZ. Obviously, a pfp is a rp, and x is a pfp iff every x-run 
becomes an Mx-run under M’s action. 
Theorem C. Let x be a O-l sequence wfr. The following are equivalent: 
(1) x is a pfp. 
(2) For some 0 < p < r, 2 p-m-r and A,2 = f. 
Moreover, x is a fp ifs(2) holds with even p. 
Remark 1. Note that if x is a O-l sequence, J is a (possibly infinite) x-run longer 
than r, then every digit in J stays unchanged in Mx, while an end digit of an x-run 
I of length at most r touching J necessarily changes. It follows that in a rp x either 
all runs are longer than r or else all are not longer than r; in particular, if x is a 
rp with an infinite run, then all its runs are longer than r, and it is in fact a 
(stable) fp. 
Remark 2. In view of Theorems B and C one is tempted to guess that z = A,2 holds 
whenever ZeCp. This equality is only approximately true and in this form fails even 
for regular points (let x=(001101), r=2. Then Mx=(OlOllO)~d M’x=x. Also, 
2=(2,2,1,1) so that 1 a-l-m-2, i.e., T’EC~,~, as do% Mx=(2,1,1,2), but 
AI z? = (1, 1,2,2)). It is, however, true up to a (cyclic) shift, i.e., Mx is obtained from A,% 
by a suitable (cyclic) shift whenever X”eCp (Theorem 4.6). 
Remark 3. The condition ‘2 p-m-r’ in Theorem C may be replaced by ‘2 a-p-m-r’. In 
fact, if A,u = u and {ui : ieZ} is a bounded set (in particular, if u is of finite length) then 
u p-m-r iff u a-p-m-r (see Corollary V below). 
Theorem A is proved in Section 3, and Theorems B and C in Section 4. 
1.4 
We now use Theorems B and C to deduce the balance property for rp’s other than 
stable fixed points - implying Agur’s conjecture - and to study the periodicity of 
(possibly infinite) rp’s and fp’s. 
Corollary 1. Every jinite regular point of class p > 0 is balanced. 
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Proof. A finite O-l sequence x is balanced iff 2 satisfies ,& d jc Zt (- l)‘SZj = 0, where 
11=2t. Let u denote the row vector (1, - 1, . .., 1, - 1) of length 2t. Let 
uo 
u= : 1. IU2t- 1 
denote a real column vector of length 2t. Then uu=~oSjc2f (- l)juj, and so x is 
balanced iff vZ=O. 
Also Ap,2t (see (1.2)) can be identified with the symmetric circulant 2t x 2t matrix 
generated by the first row 
((-l)P,(-l)P_l)...) -l,l,O )...) O,l, -l,..., (-l)p-1) 
of length 2t, in the sense that with the sequence u as a column vector, ~l,,~,u denotes 
a matrix product. Now, VA P,2f=( - 1)72p+ 1)~. Hence, for any column vector u of 
length 2t, VA p,2fu = (- 1)p(2p + l)vu, and so VA i,2r~=(2p+ 1)2uu. Thus, if u satisfies 
Ai,,,u = u we obtain 
(2p+l)%Iu=vu. 
Hence, if p > 0, vu =O. Thus, by Theorem B, x is balanced whenever x is a finite rp. 
Agur’s conjecture follows. 0 
Corollary 2. Let x be a rp (pfp) of class p. Then 2p(p + 1) (p(p+ 1)) is a period of2. 
Proof. Recall that k is a period of U=(Ui)iez iff ui+k=Ui holds for all FEZ. Thus, 
our claim holds trivially when p =0, and we assume p >O. We shall prove the 
following claim. 
Claim. Let the real sequence u be bounded. ZfAiu = u (A,u = u) then 2p(p + l)(p(p+ 1)) 
is a period of u. 
Corollary 2 follows from the claim, as O<Ii <r whenever x is of class p for 
p>o. 
Proof of claim. Assume first A,” u = u, and let u = A,u. Thus, we have, for iEZ, 
Ui= ~ (-l)j+‘Ui+j, Ui= ~ (-l)j+‘Vi+j. 
j= -p j= -p 
Adding (1.3) for i and i + 1 we obtain 
(1.3) 
vi+Vi+l=Ui-p+Ui+p+l~ Ui+Ui+,=Ui-p+Vi+p+l (irzZ). (1.4) 
Hence. 
vi+l -lJ-p=Ui+p+l-Vi, ui+l -Vi_p=Vi+p+l-Ui (iEiZ). (1.5) 
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Define vi, $E[W by 
Vi=“i+p+l-%, tl:=ui+p+l-ui (iE:Z). (1.6) 
Then (1.5) yields 
I I 
Vi-p’?i, Vi-p=?fi (iez), (1.7) 
whence 
Vi=lli+Zp Wf). 
Combining (1.6) and (1.7) we get 
Ui+2(p+l)=Ui+Vi+?i+l (iEZ). 
Hence, by induction and (1.8), for any positive integer k, 
Ui+2k(p+l)=Ui+ ,sz2x Vi+j 64. 
Let us put 
‘I= C ylj (i~H). 
O<j<Zp 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
BY (1.8), for all iez, tl=Co<j<2pVi+j, so letting k =p in (1.10) we finally obtain 
ui+2p(p+l)=“i+)I (jEH). (1.12) 
Thus, for all i (ui+k.2p(p+l)hcsZ is an arithmetic sequence with difference r]. Given 
that u is bounded we conclude q = 0, i.e., 
Ui+2p(p+l)=Ui (GEE; u bounded). (1.13) 
Adding the relation ui= vi (iEZ) we obtain along the same reasoning vi =v~+~, 
Ui=Ui+p(p+l) whenever A,u=u and u is bounded. 0 
Corollary 3. Let Y be a positive integer. Then every rp (pfp) of class p>O of the 
r-majority operator M has a balanced period not longer than max(6,2r(r- 1)) 
(max(8, r(r - 1))). Hence, the number of two-way-injnite rps (pfp’s) of nonzero class of 
M is smaller than 22’(r-1) (2’(‘-‘) )for r>2. (It is 12(6)for r=2 and 2(2)for r=l.) 
Proof. Let x be a rp of class p > 0 and let 12 = 2p(p + 1). Then lx d 2r(p + l), as 
Ix=~o+~~+...+~~,,(,+,,-, and ~i+Si+2+.‘.+~i+2(p-1)~r for all i. Thus, if 
p<r-1, lx<2r(r-1). 
For p=r - 1, one shows that if x is balanced and f a-p-m-r, then the sequences 
~‘=(~o>~2,...,~2p(p+l)-2), u’=(x”l,%,...,~2p(p+l)-1) are iterations of sequences u, u 
both of length p = r - 1 or both of length p + 1 = r, where 2 appears once in u and once 
in u, all other entries being 1. (Indeed, 2 appears equally often in U’ and in u’, and as 
lu’=p(p+l)=(r-l)r,u’(r-1)-m-r,2appearsinu’eitherrorr-1 times,anytwo 
consecutive occurrences being separated by r - 2 or r - l’s respectively.) Thus, x has 
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a period of length 2r or 2r + 2. (For r = 2,2r + 2 = 6 > 4 = 2r(r - l), and indeed (001101) 
is a rp of period 6.) 
The only O-l sequences of class p=r are the alternating sequences, of period 2. 
Thus, I(x) d max(2r(r - l), 2r + 2) = max(2r(r - l), 6). Similarly, if x is a pfp of class 
p > 0, lx < max(r(r - l), 8). (For r = 3, (00101101) is indeed a fp of period 8.) 
By Corollaries 1 and 2, the number of rp’s and pfp’s of class p >O of a given 
length - in particular, of two-way-infinite ones - is not more than the number of 
balanced sequences x satisfying the mentioned length condition, which is less than 
22r(r- ‘) and 2’(‘- I), respectively, for r > 2. There are 12 two-way-infinite rps, of which 
6 are pfp’s, of positive class when r = 2: two fps repeating 01, four pfp’s repeating 0011 
and six more rps repeating 001101. There are two pfp’s (repeating 01) and no other rps 
of positive class when r = 1. 0 
1.5 
Theorems B and C identify the rss’s of M’s rp’s and pfp’s of class p>O and a 
given number 2t(co) of (finite) runs as the set of integral points in the convex sets 
G.D~U,,Z~ and C,M~V~~Z~ (C,,,nLJ,,, and C,,,nv,,,) where up,zt, Vp,2t~~2f 
zw7 
VP,, sRm) are, respectively, the eigenspaces of the operators Az,2t,A,,2t 
p, m, A,, m) corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. Thus, a parametric representation for 
these spaces yields an algorithm generating all M’s rp’s and pfp’s. We shall now give 
one, suggested by the above proof of Corollary 2. As R2’ is naturally embedded in R” 
by the periodic extension, we shall limit our attention to R” and its subsets. We shall 
omit the second subscript co in the sequel, and assume p > 0. Proofs and more details 
appear in [S]. 
Notice first that VP, hence U,, contains also unbounded elements. In fact, U =(i)i,il 
satisfies A,u = u for all p. However, it follows from (1.12) that any u satisfying A,’ u = u 
is an interlacing of 2p(p+ 1) arithmetic sequences of the same difference, and so u is 
bounded iff this difference vanishes, i.e., iff u is periodic, with a period dividing 
2p(p+ 1). Similarly, any u satisfying A,u =u is an interlacing of p(p+ 1) arithmetic 
sequences with the same difference, and u is bounded iff the common difference 
vanishes, i.e., iff it is periodic, with a period dividing p(p + 1). Let U,” (V,“) denote the 
subspace of bounded UE R” satisfying Aiu = u (A,u = u). All rss’s of M’s rp’s (pfp’s) of 
class p lie in U,” (V,“). 
It turns out that Up (VP) is of dimension 4p (2p), and U,” (V,“) is a subspace of 
dimension 4p - 1 (2~ - 1). We shall present now code-spaces cpp, <,” ( fpp, I$,“, of these 
dimensions and a linear isomorphism mapping cr,, fi,” ( ep,, @) onto Up, U,” (VP, V,“). 
Definition 1.1. A pair (a, ~)E[W~~+~ x R2Pis called a Up-code iff it satisfies the following 
two equations: 
(i) li0-li1+li2-tij+ ~~~+f&p-ti2p+~+~~=o, 
(ii) ~0-~1+rj2-i/3+~~~+~2p-2-~2p-1=0. 
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A UP-code (ti,rj) is called a U,b-code if it algo satisfies 
(iii) 40+ri1+42+43+...+42p-2+42p-1=0, 
UP, U,” E Wp+2 x R2P denote the subspaces of Up-codes, U,b-codes, respectively. 
Let ~=(~&~E[W~ denote the periodic extension of $~lw’P; that is, yli=ei, O<i<2p, 
and qi+zp=qi for all FEZ. 
Define D,: 6,-+rWn as follows: 
~=D,(ti,fi) iff Ui=ai, O<i<2p+2 
and 
Ui+2(p+lJ’Ui+qi+qi+1 for iEZ. 
Theorem U. D, is a linear isomorphism of cp onto Up mapping L?j onto Uj. 
Definition 1.2. A pair (0, Q)E Rp+ ’ x [WP is called a VP-code iff it satisfies the equation 
(iv) 9o-9~+~2-~3+~~~+(-1)p~1yjp_~+(l+(-l)p+1)(zi~-~zil+~2-~~+~-~+ 
(- l)“fip)=O. 
A VP-code (r&q) is called a Vi-code iff it satisfies 
(v) qo+91+q2+93+...+~p--=o. 
VP, V;,bcp+r x Rp denote the subspaces of VP-codes, Vi-codes, respectively. 
Let q =(qJisz denote the periodic extension of qe[wp, that is, vi=&, 06 i<p, and 
yli+p=ffi, iEZ. 
Define E,: ~p+R” by 
u=EJti,q) iff ui=tii, O<i<p 
and 
Ui+p+l=Ui+Vit iEZ. 
Theorem V. E, is a linear isomorphism of fp onto VP, mapping ?i onto V,” 
The mapping (ti,$~(~,rj# from VP into R2(p+1) x Rzp where 
z&=&+&J, . ..) zi;-I+~p_I, tib=ti,+&, actually maps VP into 6, and ?p” into U,“; 
moreover, if u = E,(li, 4) then also u = D,(zW, 44); i.e., it maps a VP-code for UE VP& Up 
to its Up-code. 
Example U. Let p=2 and let ti=(2,2,3,2,3,4)eR6, Q=(O, l,O, -1)~iw~. Then 
(k q)E U;, and u’ = D,(G, 4) is the infinite periodic extension of the sequence 
u =(2,2,3,2,3,4,3,3,2,1,4,5). As u a-2-m-7, it lies in C2 when r = 7. Hence, by 
Theorem B, 
x=0011000110001111000111001000011111 
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is a regular point of M of class 2 when r=7. Indeed, 
Mx=1111000011000111011100000111001100 (r=7) 
and M2x=x. 
Notice that again % # A& % =(4,4,2,3,3,1,3,5,3,2,2,2), while A,2 = A,u = 
(2,4,4,2,3,3,1,3,5,3,2,2). 
Example V. Let p= 3 and let zi =(3,3,3,2), rj =( - 1, l,O). Then (a, 4)~ T?,” and 
a’ = E,(zi, 4) is the infinite periodic extension of u = (3,3,3,2,2,4,3,1,3,4,2,2). 
Now u 3-m-9, so for r = 9 u E C3. Thus, by Theorem C, 
x=00011100011001111000100011110011 
is a pfp of class 3 and as 3 is odd, not a fp. Thus, 
Mx=11100011100110000111011100001100 (r=9). 
We list two more properties of Upb, I$’ as the following result. 
Proposition U. Let UE Uj. Then for all iEZ, 
1 ui+2j=o~<<,(A,u)i+,+1+2j, 
O<j<p . 
1 Ui+2j=O~sp(ApU)i+p+2j. 
O<j$p 
Proposition V. Let ueV,“. Then for all iEZ, 
C Ui+j=O~<pUi+l+2j9 
OQj<p 
C ui+j_.S pUi+2j. 
O<j<p .$ 
The reader may wish to check Propositions U and V in Examples U and V, 
respectively. 
Corollary U. Zf u E Upb, then u a-p-m-r if A,u a-p-m-r. 
Corollary V. If u E V,” then u a-p-m-r ifs u p-m-r. 
2. Notations and preliminaries 
In this section we offer a rather detailed explanation of the notation used in the 
sequel, and make a key observation (Proposition 2.2) that yields the inequality 
run(Mx)drun(x) (Corollary 2.3). We then derive a linear { l,O, -l} expression 
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for the length of a given Mx-run involving those of x-ruEin its r-neighborhood 
(Theorem 2.4) yielding the { l,O, - 1 )-matrix A, satisfying Mx = A,2 
2.1. Notation 
We let N, FU,,, Z and IR denote the sets of positive integers, nonnegative integers, all 
integers and real numbers, respectively. 1 A 1 denotes the cardinality of a set A. For no N 
we put Z,:= (0, . . . . it- l}. We consider Z, as a cyclic group with the addition + n 
modulo n as the group operation, abbreviating + n to + whenever the context allows. 
It will be convenient to also let H,, := Z. We shall use Z as a universal notation set for 
all sets Z,, interpretingj&! as a sum ofj l’s in Z, ifj > 0 and as a sum of 1 j I(- 1)‘s (i.e., 
j (n-1)s if nEN) ifj<O. 
By an A-sequence of length n (co or K,), we shall mean any function x : &-*A, no FV 
(n = 0). We shall then write lx = n (Ix = cc or lx = Kc,) and call lx the length of x. We 
shall denote x as (xi)i,z.((xi)i,z). An alternative notation will be ‘lx=n, x=(x~)~~~’ 
whenever n is a period of the two-way-infinite sequence (Xi)isz, (in agreement with our 
earlier convention). n itself may not be mentioned if it is clear from the context or is 
irrelevant, but it is specified if this notation is used to define a sequence of length n. 
Intervals in Z are by definition intersection of intervals in R with Z. We use [a, b], 
[a,b), (a,b], (a,b) with a, b~h to denote the intervals a<i<b, a<i<b, a<i<b, 
a < i < b, respectively, and [a, co), (a, co), (- 00, b], (- 00, b) the infinite intervals ad i, 
a < i, id b, i < b, respectively (ieiZ). Notice that for a, beif, a < b we have 
ICa,WI=l(a,blI=b-a, I[a,b]l=b-a+l. 
An interval in Z,, nEN, is by definition the interpretation of an interval of Z in H,, 
i.e., a set J= {i: iEZ} G Z, where I is an interval in H, called a source for J, and is 
determined up to a shift by a multiple of n. Intervals in Z, are denoted as a rule by 
their sources. Thus, in Z7, { 5,6,0, l} = [S, 8]= [ 12,151; occasionally, the text ~forces 
interval notation where members of Z, appear as endpoints, say [a, b] with a, bEH,. It 
is then to be interpretated as [a’, b’] with a’, b’ EZ, a’ = a, b’ = b in Z, and b’ -a’ = k 2 0, 
where kfz No is smallest with a + k = b in Z,, even when a, b are used in the text. Thus, 
[a, b] in H, with a = 5, b = 1 is again [S, 81, and relations as I [a, b] I = b - a + 1 are used, 
leaving the obvious correct interpretation of a, b - that is, the right choice of a’, b’EZ 
with a’=a, b’ = b in H, - with the reader. 
The intervals Z,, 4 in Z, are called trivial (nEN,,). 
If B c Z, is finite and x : it,+ R is an R sequence, we shall put 
XB:=C Xi. 
isB 
Thus, for x : E,,+lQ, we let x denote also the signed measure it induces on finite 
subsets of Z,. In the same spirit we define xf, x-, 1x1: Z,+R satisfying x=x+ -x-, 
1x1 =x+ +x- by putting, for ieH, 
X+ := maX(Xi, 0), Xi- I= max ( - Xi ) 0), IXli:=IXil 
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For BGZ,, keH we define B+kcZ, by B+k:={b+k: DEB}. For iEZ, we define 
NB(i)EB (PB(i)EB) to be the next-to-i-in-B (previous-to-i-in-B). Formally, 
NE(i) := i + k (PB(i) := i - k) where k is the smallest positive integer satisfying i + keB 
(i-keB). NE(i) (P”(i)) is undefined only when B=c$, or n=O and Bs(-as,i] 
(BE [i, co)). 
If x is any sequence we define its shif Sx by (Sx)i:=xi+r, ieif, and for arbitrary 
integer kEZ, We let (SkX)i:=Xi+kr iEz. 
Let x:E,+[W be an [W-sequence. We call iEH, a positive (negative) x-turn if 
xi+ 1 -xi >0 (xi+ r -xi <O). We let T,‘(Ti) denote the set of positive (negative) 
x-turns and let TX:= TzuT; be the set of x-turns. 
An x-run is by definition a nontrivial maximal interval in Z, on which x takes 
a single value. Thus, for nE No an x-run is an interval (a, b] in H, with a, by TX and 
b = N TX(a), and if n = 0 and a is first (b is last) member of TX, also (- co, a] ((b, co)) are 
x-runs. We let RUN(x) denote the set of all x-runs and run(x):=]RUN(x)I. By this 
convention run(x)=0 if x is a constant sequence. 
We say that x is with jinite runs (wfr) if RUN(x) is a partition of x into finite 
intervals. Equivalently, x is wfr iff TX is nonempty and, when Ix = co, TX is unbounded. 
We are basically concerned with two-valued sequences, and it will be convenient to 
assume these values to be the numbers 1 and - 1. Moreover, we shall often use ‘+’ for 
‘1’ and ‘-’ for ‘- 1’. Thus we speak interchangeably of a { 1, - l)-sequence and 
a ( + , -)-sequence. 
Let x : Z,+{ 1, - l> be a { +, -}-sequence, and let A be a finite subset of Z,. Then 
x+A and x-A are the number of times x takes the value 1 and -1 on A, 
xA=x+A-x-A is the difference of these numbers, and IxlA=IAI. 
Definition 2.1. Let x:&+(1, l} be a { +, -} sequence and let rENo. Then 
M,x : Z,+{ 1, - l} is the { +, -}-sequence defined by 
I(M,x) := lx, 
Thus, (M,x)i = 1 or - 1 according as I_ ,<jsrxj>O or <O (this sum may not 
vanish, as a sum of odd number of odd integers). 
We shall consider r > 0 fixed in the sequel, and write ‘M’ instead of ‘M,‘. 
Let x be a { + , -}-sequence with finite runs. We define its turn-sequence b” and its 
run-sequence I” by 
lbX=lZX=run(x), 
b”,:=NTX(-1), br+‘,,:=NTX(bf) (iElf), 
I::=(b;_‘_,, b;] (ieh). 
Thus b”, I” list TX, RUN(x) in order, so that OGZ~. 
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Let EE{ + , - }. We call an x-run I an .+x-run if Xi = 6 for all (equivalently, some) iE I, 
and write s,(Z) = E. We further define the run-sign-sequence sX of x by 
le” = run(x), 
&;:=&,(z;), iEZ. 
AS 
s,(Iix+r)= --E,(lix), E;=( - l)isXg holds for all iEZ. 
We let RUN”(x) denote the set of s-x-runs, run&(x)= IRUN”(x)l. Thus, 
run(x)=2runE(x)=21 T,“I = I TX1 for every { +, -}-sequence x with finite runs. Notice 
that by our definitions run(x) = 0 for a constant sequence, so that run(x) = K0 or is an 
even nonnegative integer. 
Finally, the run-size-sequence i of x is defined by 
12 := run(x), li:=Izrl, iEZ. 
2.2. The integral transition relation 
We first prove a simple proposition that plays the key role in the sequel. 
Proposition 2.2. Let x be a { + , -}-sequence, lx > 2r, and let y = Mx. The following are 
equivalent for iEZ, eE{ +, -}: 
(a) iETJE; that is, yi= -E, yi+l=e. 
(b) x[i-r+l,i+r]=O, xi-,=-e, xi+r+l=E. 
Remark. The assumption lx > 2r is added for (b) to make sense. If 0 < lx < 2r it does 
hold if we substitute x’ for x in (b), where x’ is any periodic extension of x satisfying 
lx’ > 2r. 
Proof. (a)*(b): By (a) yiyi+ I= -1. Thus, by Definition 2.1, x[i-r,i+r].x[i-r+l, 
i+r+l]<O or x[i-r,i+r](x[i-r,i+r]+d)<O where 
d=x[i-r+l,i+r+l]-x[i-r,i+r]=x~+r+~-x~_r. 
However, as xi+r+r, xi_rE{l, -l}, dE{-2,0,2}. As x[i-r,i+r] is an odd integer 
we conclude that Ix[i-r,i+r]I=l and d=-2x[i-r,i+r]. By Definition 2.1, 
(Mx)~=x[~-r, i+r] is equivalent to Ix[i-r, i+r] I = 1, and so (a) entails 
x[i-rr,i+r]=(Mx)i=yi= -E, 
d=xi+,+1_xi_,=2&. 
Thus -Xi-r=Xi+r+l=& and as -e=x[i-r,i+r]=xi-,+x(i-r,i+r]= 
-&+x[i-r+l,i+r] we also have x[i-r+l,i+r]=O. Thus,(b) holds. 
(b)*(a): By (b) we have 
x[i-r, i+r] =Xi_,+X[i-r+ l,i+r] =Xi-r= -&, 
x[i-r+l,i+r+l]=x[i-r+l,i+r]+Xi+r+l=Xi+r+l=&. 
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Definition 2.1 and 1st = 1 yields 
yi=(Mx)i= -&, Yi+1 =wwi+, =JG 
i.e., (a) holds. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let x be a { +, -}-sequence, y= Mx, and let I be an x-run. Then 
IZn(T,--r)lGl. Hence, run(y)<run(x). 
Proof. Negate. Then for some in TY we have i-r, i’ - r~l, where i’ = N ‘y(i). However, 
the last equation implies that for some EE{ +, -}, iETJ, i’ETYee, and so by 
Proposition 2.2, xi_,= -E, xi,_r=E. This is impossible as i-r,i’-reZ and Z is an 
x-run. 0 
Let I= [a, b] sh, be an interval satisfying II I + 2r <n. Define ME{ 1, - l} and 
intervals V(Z), W(Z) in Z, by 
d(Z):=1 if IZIB2r+l, 6(1):=-l if lZ(<2r+l, 
V(Z):=[a-r,b+r], (2.0) 
W(Z):=[a+r,b-r] if 6(Z)=l, W(Z):=(b-r,a+r) if 6(Z)= -1. 
Notice that W(Z) E Z E V(Z) (Z E W(Z) E V(Z)) when (I I 2 r (I Z ) < r), and the included 
interval occupies the center of the including one in these inclusions. 
Our next theorem presents a run-length II I of a finite Mx-run Z as a { LO, - 1) linear 
combination of the x-runs included in V(Z). 
Theorem 2.4. Let x : En+ { 1, - l} be a { + , - }-sequence, y = Mx, and let Z be a jinite 
y-run satisfying I Z I + 2r d lx. Put 6 =6(Z), V= V(Z), W= W(Z), E =eJZ). 
Then 
Izl=x”v+Gx-“w. (2.1) 
Moreover, 
)ZI=v+6w, (2.2) 
where 
v:=~{IJI: .ZeRUN(x), s,(J)=&, JG V}, 
w:=~{l.ZI: .ZERUN(X), s,(J)= -E, .Zc W}. 
Proof. Let Z=[a,b], c=a+r, d=b-r if 6=1, c=b-r+l, d=a+r-1 if 6=-l, 
so that W=[c,d] or W=8. Let further ?“=[a-r,c), V”=(d,b+r]. Thus, 
V= VW WCJ Y” is a partition of the interval V= [a-r, b + r] into three consecutive 
subintervals, with I VI = I V” I. Moreover, we have the following claim. 
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Claim. x+V’=x+V”, x-V/=x-V”. 
Indeed, a - 1, bE Ty, so by Proposition 2.2, 
x[a-r,a+r-l]=x[b-r+l,b+r]=O. 
However, 
[a-r,a+r-1]= V’, [b-r+l,b+r]=V” if 6=1, 
[a-r,a+r-1]= V’oW, [b-r+l,b+r]=V”oW if 6=-l. 
Thus, 
xV’=xV”, i.e., x+ V’-x- V’=x+ V”-x- V”. 
Also, 
x+V’+x-V’=lxlV’=lV’l=lV”l=lxlV”=x+V”+X-V”. 
Hence, 
x+ V‘=x+ V”, x- V’=x- V” as claimed. 
Let us prove (2.1) 
Assume first 6=1. Then IV’I=IV”I=2r, xV’=xV”=O so by the claim we 
have x+V’=x-V’=x+V”=x-V”=r. Also, by Z=[a,b], W=[a+r,b-r] we have 
IZI=2r+IWI. Thus, 
lzl=(xeV’+xeW+XEV”)+X-eW=XeV+X-eW, 
i.e., 
lzl=xeV+Gx-eW 
Assume now 6= -1. Then V’=Z-r so that lZl=l V’I=x”V’+x-&V’. Now by the 
claim x-~V’=X-~V”. Also, by Proposition 2.2, 
x[b-r+l,b+r]=O and [b-r+l,b+r]= WuV”. 
Thus 
x”W+xeV”-x-EV”-x-eW=O, 
i.e., 
x-eV’=x-eVn=xEW+x&V”_x--eW* 
Hence, 
so that again IZl=x”V+Gx-“W. 
To obtain (2.2) observe that x”V=u, xpe W=w. Indeed, by Proposition 2.2, 
x~-,-1=x~+r+l=-~,implyingxeV=u;andx,+,=x,_,=~,implyingx~eW=w. 0 
Theorem 2.4 suggests the definition of an integral-transition matrix A” for 
a { +, -}-sequence x wfr. Assume first that x, y are arbitrary { +, - )-sequences of the 
same length nE N u { co}, with finite runs. Assume further I J ( + 2r < n for any y-run J. 
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Define AYT”: RUN(y) x RUN(x)-+{ l,O, - l} by 
! 
1 if JsV(Z) and &,,(Z)=&,(J), 
AYqX(Z, J)= 6(Z) if .ZG W(Z) and e,,(Z)= -E,( .Z), (2.3) 
0 otherwise. 
We then let A”= AMxsx, whenever every Mx-run Z is finite and satisfies 1 Z I+ 2r <lx. 
We can restate (2.2) as the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.5. Let x be a { +, - )-sequence, where every Mx-run Z is$nite and satisfies 
1 Z ) + 2r < lx. Then for every Mx-run I, 
II)= c A”(Z,J).I.ZJ. (2.4) 
JcRUN(x) 
We note that (2.4) holds for any long enough periodic extension x’ of x, in case the 
condition I Z I + 2r < lx fails for some Mx-run I. x itself will then satisfy a modification 
of (2.4), where the coefficients A”(Z,J) are replaced by the integers obtained in 
counting ‘repetitions’ of JERUN(X) in the extension x’. 
In practice, it is convenient to use integer-indexed rather than run-indexed matrix. 
This is readily done by putting 
A&&j) := Ay~“(Z~, Zj”) (2.5) 
for arbitrary (+, -)-sequences wfry,x of the same length. We thus obtain 
A y,x:~Zs~ZZt’{l,O,-l}, where for Ey=lx~N, 2s=run(y), 2t=run(x), and for 
ly=lx=co also s=t=oO, i.e., A,,. is a iz x b matrix with entries in (l,O, - l} with 
finitely many nonzero entries in each row and in each column. We rephrase 
Corollary 2.5 as follows. 
Corollary 2.5’. Let x be a { +, -}-sequence, y = Mx, and let y be with jinite runs 
satisfying pi + 2r < ly for all i. Let A, := AMMxVx. Then 
j = A,.?. (2.6) 
y” and 2 are considered as column vectors and the product is a matrix product in 
(2.6). Again, when y = Mx, y wfr, and ji + 2r < ly fails for some i, a modified version of 
(2.6) holds, where A, is replaced by an integral matrix that is obtainable by applying 
(2.6) to a periodic extension x’ of x and ‘condensing’ A,,. 
3. The turns-Algorithm TA 
The algorithm TA presented in the section is defined for arbitrary { + , -)-sequence 
x: Z,+{ 1, - l} with finite runs, and yields a { +, -}-sequence y= TAX of the same 
length, by specifying the sets T,,’ and TYp of its positive and negative turns. It involves 
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specifying a subset G,s TX of x-turns, and a mapping gX: G,+Z, - shifting beG, at 
most r steps to the right - so that G,’ := G,n T,’ and G; := G,r\ TX- are mapped 
bijectively onto T,,’ and Tym, respectively. We then show that TAX = Mx. 
The condition that x be with finite runs is no real restriction. Indeed, if x has infinite 
runs, they may be partitioned into finite runs longer than r - say of length 
r+ 1~ and applying TA to the new { +, -}-sequence x’ one obtains Mx’, from which 
Mx is readily obtainable. Obviously, y= TAX is allowed to have infinite runs (else 
TAX = Mx may not hold: if x : H + { + , - } is the periodic extension of ( + , + , -), r > 0, 
then Mx is the {+)-sequence). 
The operation TA is given through Definitions 3.1 and 3.2. The algorithm implicit 
in these definitions is then illustrated by an example. A proof that TA= M for 
{ +, -}-sequences with finite runs follows. 
Definition 3.1. Let u =(Ui)isz be an N-sequence. We define the Z,+ 1-sequence p” and 
the Z,-sequence f” by 
lp”=lp=lll, 
1 Ui+zj<r< O<$p, ui+Zj tiEz)3 
O<j<p; ..: 
fi”= 
1 if ~f<p:+~<~;+~ (FEZ) 
0 otherwise 
(3.0) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Definition 3.2. Let x : IT,+{ 1, - l} be a { +, -}-sequence with finite runs, and let 
b” = (bf)iEz be its turn sequence. Define G,, Gz, G; c TX, gx : G,+Z, and the { +, -}- 
sequence y= TAX by 
G,=(bl”$=l}, G:=G,nT;, EE{ +, -}, (3.3) 
g,(K)=&+ C gi+zj, (3.4) 
l<j<*+, 
ly = lx, (3.5) 
T,=g,CG:l, EE{ +, ->. (3.6) 
For y= TAX to be well defined we need to know that the sets Ty’, Tye given in 
Definition 3.2 alternate in Z,. This will follow once we show that indeed for y= Mx, 
(3.6) holds. 
Example 3.3. Let r= 7, n=24 and let x: h,+{ +, -} be specified by the following 
table: 
i: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Xi: ++-++------+ + + + - - + + - + - - - + 
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We list in order the sequences b”, f, p”,f’, all of length 10: 
i: 0123 4 5 6 7 8 9 
bf: 1 2 4 9 13 15 17 18 19 22 
Zi: 3125 4 2 2 11 3 
p:: 2222 3 4 3 3 3 2 
fi”: 1111 0 0 10 0 1 
b”,ET;, so TG={2,9,15,18,22}, TX-={1,4,13,17,19}. Hence, by (3.3), 
G,={1,2,4,9,17,22}, G,+ = {2,9,22}, G;={1,4,17}, 
and by (3.4), 
9x(1)=1+(2+4)=7, g,(2)=2+(5+2)=9, 
gJ4)=4+(4+2)=10, gJ9)=9+(2+1+3)=15, 
g,(17)= 17+(1+3+2)=23, g,(22)=22+(1+5)=4, 
so that, by (3.6), 
T; = {4,9,15}, T,,- = {7,10,23}, 
and y= TAX is given by 
1. . . 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Yi: ---- -+++--+ - - - - - + + + + + + + + 
We proceed to list bY, j, p”,fF, all of length 6: 
i: 012 3 4 5 
b+‘: 4 7 9 10 15 23 
jJ: 532 15 8 
p’: 222 1 10 
fi”: 10 0 0 0 1 
Thus, 
G,={4,23}, G; = {4}, Gy = (23) 
and 
g,(4)=4+(2+5)=11, g,(23)=23+(3+1)=3, 
so that z = TAy satisfies Tz+ = { 1 l}, Tze = (3) and z is given by 
i: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
z: ++++------- - + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Finally, TAz = z, as G: = T,” and g,(3)= 3, gz( 11) = 11. 
The reader may verify that y = Mx, z = My. 
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Theorem 3.4. TAX= Mx for every { +, --)-sequence x with jnite runs. 
Theorem 3.4 is established in the sequel by realizing that y= Mx satisfies (3.6). 
Let first u=(u&+ be any N-sequence. Define a { +, -}-sequence d” by 
Id” = Iu, dr= 1 if py<pr+l, dr= -1 if py>p;+l. (3.7) 
Proposition 3.5. d” has no two consecutive (- 1)‘s and 
fl=+(d/+di”,,) for all i. 
Proof. By (3.1), py+‘+2>pr-1. If dy=d;+;,=-1 then pt>~$+~>p;+~. As these are 
integers py+ Z d pr - 2 < py - 1, a contradiction. Thus d” has no two consecutive (- 1)‘s. 
Hence, d; + dy, 1 = 2 or 0 according as d; =dr+ 1 = 1 or df = -d;+ 1, i.e., according as 
pYdpy+l<p/++ or not. Thus, by (3.2)fi”=:(dr+d;+,,). 0 
Assume now u:i&+N, keN,, and define F”, H”G& by 
FU={iEZL:fiU=l}, H”=(i~E,:fi”=O}. (3.8) 
Corollary 3.6. IH”I=21 TP;I, and every two consecutive l’s in the sequence f" are 
separated by an even number of 0’s. 
Proof. Put K”=T,;={iEH,: py>~;+~}. We notice that as iEK” iff dr=-1, 
K”n(K”- 1)=8 by Proposition 3.5. Also, by (3.2), fi”=O iff iEK”u(K”- 1). Thus, 
H”=K”o(K”- 1) where the union is disjoint, or H”= uiaK, [i- 1, i], where the 
intervals in this union are disjoint. The corollary follows. 0 
The link between Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 is revealed in the following result. 
Theorem 3.7. Let x be a ( +, -}-sequence with jinite runs. Then for all iEZ, 
fi”=lZ:n(T,,-r)l. (3.9) 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume lZrl+2r <lx for all iEE (else extend x 
periodically). Let y = Mx, and let us write briefly u for I, pi for pp, di for d”‘,fi forp. We 
prove first the following claim. 
Claim. Let 1: = [a, b]. Then 
x,=diya+,. 
Proof. AS x,, di, y,+, fz{ 1, - I}, (3.10) is equivalent to 
di=l 0 Xo=ya+r. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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We prove (3.11): 
+: By di= 1 we have pi+1 ~pi. By definition of pi, 
C %+ZjGr< C Ui+Zj 
O<jijh OQjSpi 
and by PiGpi+ 
(3.12) 
Hence, 
C Ui+j~o~~<,Ui+2j+0~~~~Ui+l+2j~2r~ 
O<j<lpi . . 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Consider now the interval J = [a, a + 2r] of cardinality 2r + 1 centered by a + r. We 
show that x, occurs more than r times in J, whence yo+,=xa. 
By (3.14) uocj6m ui+zj~J. If also Z~+;,,GJ then x, occurs in J at least 
CosjQpiui+2j times, hence more than r times by (3.12). Else, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and ~0 
-x, occurs in J at most COQ jcpi ni+ r +2j times; hence, by (3.13) at most r times; thus 
again x, occurs in J more than r times. 
G= : By x, = yll+,., x, occurs in J = [a, a + 2r] more than r times. By (3.12) x, occurs 
atmostrtimesin~oCj~p,~~+2j,andsoJnZi”,2p~#~.Thus,forj=O,...,pi-1wehave 
I+ r+1+2j~J.ASXk=-x,forkEUoQj<piz~1+2j, and -x, occurs at most r times in J, 
we conclude that C O$j<h.Ui+l+Zj~r,i.e.,PidP. , + 1, or di = 1. This completes the proof 
of (3.11). 
The claim is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.7 (continued). By definition, j&(0, l}, and by Corollary 2.3, 
IJFn(T,--)IE{O, l}, f or all icZ. Thus, to obtain (3.9) it is enough to prove that for all 
i~h the following are equivalent: 
(1) li”n(T,-r)#B, 
(2) fi= 1. 
Leti~ZandassumeZ~=[a,b],Z~+l=[b+1,c].Wehavex,=-x,+~,andsoby(3.10) 
diYa+r= -di+ 1 yb+ 1 +r. By Proposition 3.5, fi = 1 iff di = di+ 1 and thus we have 
f;,=O iff h+r=Yb+r+l, 
fi=l ifi yo+r=-yb+r+l. 
(l)+(2): Let kEZFn(Ty-r). By Corollary 2.3, l+r#T’,, for 1~1:, Ifk. Hence, 
Y .+r=Yk+r= -Yk+r+l= -yb+r+l. Thus,fi=l, i.e., (2) holds. 
(2) *(l): Byf;= 1, ~a+?= -Yb+,+landsoforsomek~[u,b]=J~,yk+,=-Yk+r+l or 
k+rE7”. Thus, Zcn(T,-r)#& i.e., (1) holds. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Let x be uJinite { +, -}-sequence. Then 
run(x)-run(Mx)=21Tp2j. 
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Proof. By Theorem 3.7 and (3.8). run(iUx)=\ 7’,‘,Xl = 1 TMx-rl = IF”J. However, also 
run(x)=If”=lF”l+(H”l, and (H”l=2(7’,‘,I by Corollary 3.6. 0 
A useful lower bound for the decrease in number of runs run(x)-run(Mx) is thus 
available: Let p :=min{pF: FEZ} and let s be the number of pi-runs where p is taken. 
Then run(x)-run(Mx)>2s (as each such run follows a pi-fall). In particular, 
run(x)-run(Mx) is at least twice the number of connected intervals into which x is 
partitioned by removing all x-runs longer than r. 
Another useful result of Corollary 3.8 is the following result. 
Theorem A. Let x be a jinite { +, -}-sequence. Then run(x)=run(Mx) ifl p” is 
a constant sequence. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.8, run(x)=run(Mx) iff pf dpF+ 1 for all i. Since p” is finite, 
pf=~F+~ for some k and so pz is a constant sequence. 0 
Remark. The finiteness is necessary in Theorem A. In fact, let x:Z+{l, -l} have 
runs of length 2 at (- co, 0] and of length 1 at [ 1, co). Then for r = 1 we have p? = 0 for 
i < 0, pi” = 1 for i > 0, yet fi’= 1 for all ieZ. See, however, Proposition 4.4. 
Let x : Z, -+ { 1, - l} be now an arbitrary { + , -}-sequence wfr, y = Mx and define 
h, : T,-+ TX by h,(k) = N TxP Tx(k - r), i.e., 
h,(k)=& iff k-rEIc. (3.15) 
By Corollary 2.3, Theorem 3.7 and (3.3), h, is a bijection of TY onto G,c TX. Moreover, 
by Proposition 2.2, x~_.~=Y~ for kE TY; hence, by (3.15) also xh,(k)=yk. It follows that 
h, maps T; onto G”,, EE{ +, -}. Let h; ’ : G,+ T, denote the inverse mapping. Then 
y = Mx is defined by the condition TyE = hi i [Cl], EE{ +, -}. Hence, TAX = Mx, or 
Theorem 3.4, is a consequence of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.9. Let x be a { + , -}-sequence withjinite runs. Then gX = h; I, where gX and 
h, are de$ned by (3.4) and (3.15). 
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, I Zy I + 2r < Ix for ieZ. Let y = Mx and write 
u for 2, p for p’. Let kE T, and let h(k) = bf. Thus, by (3.15) k- relr. We need to show 
that g(b;)= k, i.e., 
(3.16) 
Let J=[k-r+ l,k+r]. As kET,, we know by Proposition 2.2 that x&r= -xk+r+l 
so that I [k-r, k+r]nT,( =2q + 1 is an odd number, and hence J contains the 2q 
x-runs Zix+j for 1 < j <2q and no other x-run. Let I’ =ZrnJ, I” = Jnl,?+2q+ 1. Thus, 
with &=xkmr, lt+2j are &-x-runs, lc+zj+ I are (-&)-x-runs. Hence, 
x”J=IZ’l+ C Ui+zj> X-“J=lZ”l+ 1 Ui+zj+l. 
l<jSq 04jCq 
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We also have 1 J 1 =x&J +xmeJ = 2r, and by Proposition 2.2, x.Z =O, so 
x&J = x -“.Z = 1. Hence, we have 
[Z’/+ 1 Ui+Zj=ll”l+ C &+2j+l=r. 
l<jSq 04jCq 
However, also 
lZ’l=I[k-r+l,&]l=b~--k+r. 
Thus, we have k=b?+r-lZ’(, and so 
k=b;+ C ui+zj. 
lSj<q 
Also, by h(k) = bf, 
g(h(k))=bf+ 1 ui+zj. 
lBjQpi+l 
Thus, we are done if we show q=pi+l. Indeed, Cg~j<qUi+l+2j=r-lZ”l~~, and as 
Z~+2q+l~J, I” is a proper subset of ZF+2q+l, i.e., IZf’I<IZix+2q+11=ui+2q+1. Thus, we 
have 
r=lZ”l+ C ui+l+2j< C ui+l+2j. 
OQjiq OSj<q 
Thus, by (3-l), q=pi+r. 0 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is complete. 
The main properties of the mapping gX are summarized in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.10. Let x be a { +, -)-sequence wfi, y = Mx. Then 
(i) gX maps G: bijectiuely onto T,f, EE{ +, -}. 
(ii) gX preserves the cyclic order: N Tygx = gx N Gx 
(iii) If [k+ 1, Z] is a y-run, g,(bj”)= k, b,“.= NGx(bT), then g(bj”,)=I. 
Proof. (i) follows from Theorem 3.9, as do (ii) and (iii) (which are obviously equiva- 
lent). Indeed, by gX= h; ‘, (ii) is equivalent to NGX= h,NTYg,, which follows 
from (3.15). 0 
The reader may provide another proof for Theorem 2.4 using Theorem 3.4, 
Proposition 3.6 and the relation (3.4) (see the proof of Theorem 4.6 below). 
We mentioned in the introduction that if d is the g.c.d. of all run lengths Ti of 
a { +, -}-sequence x and all x-turns lie in the residue class K modulo d, so do all 
Mx-turns. We may assume that x is with finite runs (else partition infinite runs into 
finite runs longer than r and divisible by d). For such x this follows readily by (3.4) and 
Theorem 3.4. In fact, (3.4) yields a bit more: Let d” denote the g.c.d. of all Ii where 
ICERUN”( Then each keT; is congruent to some IET~ modulo d” (EE{ +, -}). 
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4. The stationary patterns of M: proof of Theorems B and C 
By Corollary 2.3 and Theorem A, a necessary condition for a finite { +, -}- 
sequence x to be regular - that is, to satisfy Mkx =x for some positive integer k - is 
that 2 a-p-m-r for some O<p <r. We first show that this is also true of infinite x wfr, 
noting that the condition 2 a-p-m-r means that (3.4) defines a bijection between TX and 
T MX? and the same holds for the reverse sequence x*. 
We then proceed to show that when 2 a-p-m-r, %=SkA,I is a k-shift of A,& 
where k is defined by the following property: It is the (p + 1)th x-run in the ordered list 
of 2p + 1 x-runs included in the interval V(Z,M”) centered by Z,“* of length 1 ZpI + 2r. 
We then apply this to prove Theorems B and C. 
We shall need the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let x be a { +, -}- se q uence. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) x is regular, i.e., Mkx=x for some kcN. 
(ii) M’x=x. 
For finite x this is a consequence of a general theorem of Goles and Olivos [6] and 
Poljak and Sura [9]. For a two-way infinite x it follows from a generalization of their 
result to the infinite [7]. 
Proposition 4.2. Let x be a regular { +, -}-sequence with$nite runs. ThenA”= 1 for all 
ie:Z. Hence, pFd~?+~ <P:+~ for all i, and gx is a bijection of TX with TM,. 
Proof. Let y= Mx. By Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 3.7 it is enough to show that 
Zn( T,-r) #8 for every x-run I. Let I= [a, b] be an x-run. Then a- 1, bE TX and 
x,-~=--x~. By Proposition 4.1, x=My, so by Proposition 2.2, x,_~=-Y~+~, 
Xb=-Yb+r+l, I.e., .h+r=-yb+r+l. Thus, some jET, satisfies a+r<j<b+r and 
j-rs[a,b]n(T,--r). 0 
Recall that S denotes the (left) shift operation on sequences. Let * denote the 
reversal operation. Thus, by definition, 
(X*)i=X_i, (SX)i=Xi+ 1 (iEZ) 
and for all kEZ, (S kX)i=Xi+k. We note that S and * commute with M on { +, -}-se- 
quences, i.e., MSx = SMx, Mx* = (Mx)*. 
Let x be a { +, -}-sequence wfr, and put -A= { -a: ae A} for A ~27. Let 
a:= bf_ 1 + 1, so that Z?= [a:, bf] for all iEZ. Then we have 
Zi”*=[-b”i, -a?i], 
i.e., 
ai;*= -bX_. I I> &‘= -_ayi, I:*= __IEi, 
and so F=m*. N o ice, however, that if u is an N-sequence, (p”)* #p’“*’ in general. t* 
Instead, we have the following result. 
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Proposition 4.3. Let u be an N-sequence, and let ieH. Then 
pi* < U< fJ* lpi lPk+Z, k= -i-2pr. (4.1) 
Proof. By Definition 3.1, we have 
o<~rVUi+2j~r. C ui+2j>r, 
’ L OQj<p? 
substituting u,,,=u?, we then have 
C u*i-z(p;-l)+zjGr, 1 U*i-2p;+2j>r. 
O$j<pr O<j<pV 
Thus, 
P!GPuti-2p~+2=Pku:2t Pr ~ P”*i _ 2pU = Pku*. 0 
Proposition 4.4. Let x be a { +, -}-sequence wfr. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 2 a-p-m-r for some 0 d p ,< r 
(ii) fi ’ =ji”* = 1 for all iEZ. 
Proof. (i)*(ii): Assume that for some Odp,<r .? a-p-m-r, i.e., Cg<j<pZi+2j< 
r<CO<j<pgi+2j for all iEZ. Then by az=K,,, also ~o~j~p~~+~~~~<~ocj~p~~+~~. 
Thus, pf =pf* =p for all igZ and by Definition 3.1, (ii) holds. 
(ii)=(i): By Definition 3.1, (ii) means 
pi \p?++ldp?+Z, pP*< ‘* f< - ,pi+l <&I2 for all iEZ, 
so that p’, p’* are nondecreasing sequences. We shall show that (pf)iez is actually 
a constant sequence. Else, for some ieZ we have p: ~p;+~. Let k = -i - 2pp, 
k’= - i-2pF+ 2. By our assumption, k’ < k. However, by (4.1) we have pi* <pi”, 
pi’; 2 d pi,**, so pi,* > pi*, a contradiction, as p ‘* is nondecreasing. Thus, pi is a constant 
sequence, i.e., (i) holds. 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let x be a { + , - } - se uence with$nite runs. If x is regular then 2 a-p-m-r q 
for some OdpGr. 
Proof. By Proposition 4,2,fi”= 1 for all i. As x* is also regular, alsofi’* = 1 for all i. 
Thus, by Proposition 4.4, 2 a-p-m-r for some O<p <r. 0 
Remarks. (1) For finite x, Theorem 4.5 follows from Corollary 2.3 and Theorem A. 
(2) The converse of Theorem 4.5 is false. For instanE, let r=6 and let 
$!31,2,4,3,2,2,4,4). T&n I? a-2-m-6. We have, however, Mx =(3,4,2,1,5,3,1,3), 
M’x=(S, 10, 1,3) and M3x=(9, 13). (Notice that x is also balanced.) 
We establish next an explicit relation between % and A,x” for x wfr when 
I a-p-m-r. We notice that then Mx is also wfr by Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 3.7. 
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Theorem 4.6. Let x be a { + , - )-sequence wfr and assume 2 a-p-m-r, y = Mx. Let m,, k, 
be integers satisfying 
g,(b”,) = by,,, kx=p-mx. (4.2) 
Then 
TX = S kxA,l. (4.3) 
Proof. We first notice that gxbx=SmxbY, i.e., 
q,(b:)=b:+,x, tEB. (4.4) 
Indeed, by (4.2), (4.4) holds with t =O. If it holds for t, it holds for t + 1 and t - 1 as well. 
In fact, assume (4.4) for a particular t. By Proposition 3.lO(iii), b:+ 1 +mx= g,(b;), where 
bT= NGX(b:). As 5Z a-p-m-r, G,= TX by Proposition 4.4, so that bT= NTx(bF)= bf+ 1, 
and (4.4) holds for t + 1. The argument for t - 1 is similar. 
By (4.4) we have for all teZ, 
Theorem 4.6 specifies the length, but not the location and sign, of Mx’s runs when 
f a-p-m-r. These are given in the following result. 
Theorem 4.7. Let x, y, k, be as in Theorem 4.6, and assume lx > I I I + 2r for every y-run I. 
Let iEZ, and let 
Ufp= u Ic+j. (4.5) 
-p<j<p 
Then liy_k, is a central subinterval of UC, and .s_,.,=( - l)p~;. 
Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 yield a simplified algorithm to obtain Mx from x when 
I a-p-m-r as follows: 
1. Secure Ix >, ) I ) + 2r by periodically extending x if necessary. 
2. Form the interval U,X= U _ psjCpIr and mark its central interval of length 
C-p<j<p(-l) 
p’j5Zj as a y-run (temporarily) denoted J,,. 
3. Usethenumbersvi=C_psjCp(-l) p+j%.i+j to form the partition of Z,, into y-runs 
(Jihszt with 1 Jil=vi. 
4. Determine k by the condition OEJ,. Put I? = Ji+k and &I=( - l)‘$+k. 
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To establish Theorem 4.7 we need one more proposition. Let I E Z, be an interval 
satisfying 1Z I+ 2r < n. Recall that I’(Z) E h, is the interval of size 1 Z I+ 2r with I at its 
center (see (2.0)). If x : Z,+{ +, -}, we let U’(Z) denote the subinterval of V(Z) formed 
by all x-runs it includes; that is, 
U”(Z)=U(J:.Zisax-run,JEV(Z)}. (4.6) 
Proposition 4.8. Let x : H,+ { + , - >, y = M x, and let Z be a y-run, I Z I + 2r < lx. Then for 
some ieN,, we have 
Ux(Z)= IJ Zt+j, Ey(z)=&~_q=&~+q. (4.7) 
-qSjSq 
Moreover, if 2 a-p-m-r, then q = p, so that 
UX(Z)= u;, 
and Z is a central subinterval of UC,. 
(4.8) 
Proof. Let Z = [a, b]. By Proposition 2.2, 
-x,-*-1=x,+, =Yn=&y(l)=Yb= -Xb+r+l. 
Hence, I’(Z) = [a - r, b + r] contains an odd number 2q + 1 of x-runs, say Z:_,, . . . , Z;+,, 
with E~_~=E,(Z~~)=E~(Z)=E,(Z~+~)=E~+~. 
By (4.6) (4.7) follows. 
Assume now that 2 a-p-m-r. If p=O, all x-runs are longer than r and both sides of 
(4.8) equal I. Assume p>O, and let UX(Z) = [a’, b’] = [a?__,, bT+‘,,]. To show p =q we 
compare two expressions for ) U”(Z)l. 
First by (4.7) 
IU”(Z)l= C x”i+j= 
ozGq fi-4+zj+o~c, %i-q+l+zj. (4.9) 
-q<jSq . 
We express next I Z 1 as guaranteed by Theorem 2.4. As 2 a-p-m-r, p > 0, we know 
that l.Zl<r and I.Zn(T,-r)l=l for every x-run J. By a-lETy, b=NTy(a-l)ETy, 
we have IZI=I[a,b]I=I[a-r,b-r](<2r, as a-r-l~Z~_q_I, b-r-Eli”_,. Thus, 
S(Z)= - 1 and so by (2.1), with .s=.sy(Z), 
IZI=x”V(Z)-x--EW(Z). 
As E;_~=E=E:+~, we have by (4.6) and (4.7), 
x&v(Z)= 1 Izi)i-q+Zjl= C Ti-q+2j, 
O<jSq OSj<q 
X-“w(J)= C lZCq+1+2jl= C zi-q+1+2j, 
O<j<q Odj<q 
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where the second equality follows from W(Z)=(b-r, a+r) (see (2.0)), b-reZi”_q, 
a+J%li",,. Thus, we have 
lZl= 1 %i-q+2j- (4.10) 
O<j<q 
o~cqii-q+l+2j. 
. 
We shall show 
a = a’ + d, b=b’-d*, 
where 
d= C Ti-q+1+2j, d*= 1 )?i+q-l-zj. 
OSjip 04jCp 
Hence, by 1 Ux(I)( = I [a’, b’] 1, I = [a, b] and (4.1 l), 
)U”(Z)I=lZl+d+d*. 
Substituting (4.9) on the left, (4.10) on the right we have 
(4.11) 
C 
O<j<q 
Pi-q+2j+ozcq Lq+l+2j=o~sq %-q+2j-oz<q fi-q+1+2j+d+d*. 
Now 
C 22,_ q+t+Zj= 1 :i+q-l-2j. 
O<jCq OQj<q 
Hence, 
1 zi-q+l+2j 
06j<q 
+o<~xq%+q-l-2j= 1 )?i-q+l+Zj+ 1 Ti+q-l-2j. 
OQjip OQj<p 
As I, > 0 for all t, p = q follows. 
It is left to prove (4.1 l), which also guarantees that [a, b] is central in U”(Z), as 
d=d* follows from p=q. 
By(4.6)andU”(Z)=[a~_q,b~+q]wehavea-l-r~Zi”_q_l,sothatbya-1~T,and 
(3.15), h,(a-l)=bf_,_,, and so by gx=h;l, g,(b~_‘_,_i)=a-1, or, by (3.4), 
a-l=bf_q_I+ C 2i-q_1+2j=b~-q_l+do 
lGj<p 
However, bTmq_ 1 =u;_~- 1, so 
a=afmq+d=a’+d. 
Similarly, we have (b+l)+rEZr+q+l. Hence, -(b+l)-r~-Z~+q+l=Zli;i+q+l~. As 
y*=Mx*, -(b+l)ET&wehave by(3.15)h,*(-(b+1))=b~*~i+q+1~.Asgx*=h~1,X”* 
a-p-m-r we have by (3.4), 
-(b+l))=g,*(bx_;i+q+1,)=bx_;i+q+,, 
+l<;<p 
zr(i+q+l)+2j. 
. . 
Byx”:=2-,, Cl~j~p)?*(i+q+1)+2j=d*, and by b”_:= -UC, bCci+,+l,= -@+,+I, SO 
we have 
-(b-t-l)= -a:+q+l+d*= -(b:++,+l)+d*, 
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and so finally 
b=b;+‘,,-d*=b’-d* 
establishing (4.11). 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. By Proposition 4.8 we only have to show that the central y-run 
of U& is indeed I{_kx, where k, - with suitable m, - satisfies (4.2). (Notice that m,, 
hence k,, is uniquely determined if x is infinite, but only up to its residue class modulo 
run(x) otherwise.) 
Let keZ satisfy 
UX(ZJ)= UC,. 
By Proposition 4.8 such a k exists, and in fact I,$ is a central interval in 
u<p=U -p<j<plkx+j’ It follows that, moreover, U “(I:) = Ul+,,p, i.e., Zy is a central interval 
in U,X,t,p for all ~EH. Equivalently, ZP_k is the central y-run of Uz,. Thus, to prove 
Theorem 4.7, it is left to show that k =p --m, where bY, = g,(b”,). 
We have I{= [as, by,], and as X a-p-m-r, Proposition 4.8 gives UC,= Ux(Zg), where 
bY, - r-~l;_.~ (see proof of Proposition 4.8). Thus, by (3.15), h,(8) = bc_,, and by gX = hi ‘, 
g,(b;_,)= bye. It follows (see (4.4)) that gx(b:+k-p )-by for all teZ. For t=p-k we obtain  f 
gx(b$)=bYp_k. Thus, m:=p- k and k satisfies (4.2). 0 
We split our proof of Theorems B and C into two parts. 
Theorem Bl. Let x be a { +, -}-sequence wfr satisfying M’x=x. Then for some 
O<p<r 2 a-p-m-r and Aiz=x”. 
By Theorem 4.5 we know that M2x = x implies .? a-p-m-r, and by TheEm 4.6 we 
also have Z=~%?C=A~S~+~‘- x, where y=Mx satisfies y”=SkA,I, z?=My=Sk’A,$ 
(note that A, commutes’with Sk; in fact, Ap=C _ pdjGp(- l)p+jSj). Thus, Theorem Bl 
follows from Theorem 4.9. 
Theorem 4.9. Let x be a { +, -}-sequence wfr satisfying M2x=x, let y= Mx and let 
j=SkApI,.C=Sk’Apj, where k = k,, k’ = k, are given by (4.2). Then k + k’ is a period of 2. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume 1 Zt I+ 2r, 1 Z,r] + 2r G lx for all iEZ. We shall 
show that 
z,x=z,x,,,. (4.12) 
This implies k+ k’=O if x is infinite, and run(x) I k+ k’ otherwise. As run(x)= 12 is 
a period of 2, Theorem 4.9 follows. 
We proceed to prove (4.12). Assume that x: Z,+{ +, -}, neNo. Let I, J be intervals 
in H,. We say that Z (left-) links J and write ZLJ if for some a, b, c, de& a <c <b d d, we 
have Z = [a, b], J = [c, d]. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that if y= Mx, Z = [a, b] 
a y-run, II I + 2r 9 n, then (Z-r) LJ’ ( J”L(Z + r)) holds for one and only one x-run J’ 
(J”), namely the one containing b-r (a +I). Also, by Proposition 4.8, (4.6), (4.8), if 
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1 a-p-m-r and I is the central y-run in Ucp= U _psjsp ,+J, IX then J’=l;-P, J”=ZF+,are 
uniquely determined by the relations (I - r)LJ’, J”L(Z + r). 
As 1: is central in UC,, 12 is central in Uc,p by Theorem 4.1, we have 
(lo”-r)LZ,Y._,, Z,X,&(Zg+r). (4.13) 
Hence, also (If+,,-r)LZ,$. Thus, by x=My Zt+, is central in Ug, and thus Zt+p+i s 
central in U,Y+i,,; i.e., (Zi”,k+p-r)LZf, holds for all DEB. Setting i= k’-p we get 
(Z~+kv-r)LZ~_p. (4.14) 
(4.12) follows from (4.13) and (4.14). 0 
Theorem Bl is proved. 
Theorem B2. Let u:~~~-+N, SEN ,,, and assume that for some O<p <r, u a-p-m-r and 
A,‘u = u. Let x be a { + , -}-sequence satisfying 2 = u. Then M 2x = x. 
Proof. As for p = 0 the result is obvious, we assume p > 0. Let y = Mx, v = A,u. As u = 2 
a-p-m-r we have by Theorem 4.6, j = Sku for some inrger k. By Corollary U, v a-p-m-r, 
so that also jj a-p-m-r, and again by Theorem 4.6, My =Sk'A,Skv for some integer k’. 
Thus, by A,v = A,‘u = u, My = M2x, we obtain M’;rx = Smu, where m = k + k’. Thus, for 
some integer I, M2x = S’x holds. Hence M2k~ = Slkx for every positive integer k. Thus, 
for some positive integer k, M 2k~ =x, as x is periodic by the claim in the proof of 
Corollary 2. Thus, x is regular, and so by Proposition 4.1, M2x = x. 
Before turning to Theorem C we recall that a { +, -}-sequence x 
ZX=ZMX. 
Theorem Cl. Let x be a { +, -}-sequence wfr, satisfying Z”=Z Mx. 
O<p<r z? p-m-r, and A,z=K 
0 
wfr is a pfp iff 
Then for some 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume zr + 2r < lx for all in Z. By I”= ZMX we have 
M2x =x, so by Theorem 4.5, x” a-p-m-r for some 0 <p d r. Hence, by Theorems 4.6 and 
4.7, .f =SkA,z for kEh with the following property: for each iEZ, Zi!!:=Zi?k is 
a central subinterval of Ufp= U _ p<j<pZp+j. Hence, alSO ZiX_kE{Z,?p, . .. . I:+,} and we 
may assume -p<k<p. We show first k=O. 
Let ~EH, and consider the partition U&= U ‘oZ,“_kw U’ into three consecutive 
intervals. By 1 U’I = 1 u”I =$(I U<pl-%i_k) we have 
C %i+j’ C ~i+j=O~~p~i-p+1+2j~ (4.15) 
-p<ji -k -kcjQp 
where the last equality follows from the identities 
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But as 2 a-p-m-r,C,,i,,~i_p+l+Zj, < r. Thus, if k # 0, it follows from (4.15) that for all 
iEZ 1 o<j<Pzi+j<r> SO that C o<j<2P+$j<2r. However, as x” a-p-m-r, Cosjapx”,j>r, 
Ce<j<p’l+Zj >r yielding Co<j<2p+ 1 %j> 2r, a contradiction. Thus k = 0, and so 
f = A,.?. 
By Corollary V, we also have 2 p-m-r. 0 
Theorem C2. Let u : Zzs+N(, EN,,, and assume that for some Odpd r, u p-m-r and 
A,u=u. Let x be a { +, -}-sequence satisfying x”=u. Then IMX=IX. 
Proof. We shall show that b”= bMx, whence ZX=ZMX follows. By Corollary V, 2 a-p- 
m-r. Let y= Mx. By Theorem 4.6, whenever rnEZ satisfies (4.2), i.e., whenever 
g,(bX,)= bY,, we also have (see (4.4)) 
g,(W=&‘+, (tEa). 
However, by (3.4) and Proposition V(l), we also have 
g,(bf)=bf+ C Z,+,j=b:+ C ~t+j=b:+p. 
1BjQp l<jCp 
Thus, b:+,= b:,, for all teZ, and any m satisfying (4.2). Also, for t =0 we have 
gx(b”,)= b;, so that m=p satisfies (4.2). Thus, b:+,= b[+, for all teiZ, i.e., by= b”. 0 
To conclude the proof of Theorem C, we notice that if x is a pfp and x” p-m-r, then 
we may substitute k, = 0 in Theorem 4.7, and obtain .sp = (- l)Y$ for all i, so that x is 
an fp iff p is even. 
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